Issue #2-24: Lack of model coherence for attributes (Exchange Group)

(Feedback from Norway)

1. **Administrative Register** has an attribute **Information Provider Identifier**. Shouldn’t this be handled by relationships through other information objects at the conceptual level? This looks rather like an implementation choice in an Entity Relationship model. I suggest removal of this attribute.
2. **Questionnaire**
   a. has an attribute **Replacement**. I suggest we replace this with **Valid Until** from **AD**. Combined with similar issues #2-31.
   b. has an attribute **Detailed Documentation**. I suggest we replace this by **Documentation** from **AD**. Note **Documentation** in **AD** is for documentation that is available externally. If **Detailed Documentation** is only for internal use, then state that in the explanatory text and keep the **Detailed Documentation** attribute.
   c. has an attribute **Survey**. Shouldn’t this be covered by the relationship to **Statistical Program (Cycle)**? I suggest we remove this attribute.

Resolved Issues

1. **Instance Question** has # on attributes to mark inheritance from **Question**. Inheritance of attributes should be done consistently throughout the model. Marking inheritance of attributes from **IA** and **AD** can be useful as they occur everywhere, but inheritance from **Question** is quite specific. I suggest we remove these attributes. The model itself shows that there is inheritance. If we do this here, then we should do it for all other information objects that have an inheritance relationship ca. 11 in Structures, 19 in Concepts, 5 in Business, 4 in Exchange and 3 in Base. That is a lot of work for consistency in inheritance of attributes for all information objects...
2. **Instance Statement**. The previous comment on Instance **Question #** attributes applies also here.
   => Attributes inherited from **Statement** will be removed